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BIOMEDICAL APPLICATIONS OF IMMOBILIZED ENZYMES AND PROTEINS, Vol I and II.
Edited by Thomas Ming Swi Chang. New York, Plenum Press, 1977. 428 pp.
(Vol. I), 359 pp. (Vol. II).
In the last ten years great advances have been made in elucidatingthe properties of
immobilized enzymes, which have already found practical applications in chemical
analysis as well as in large scale industrial processes. The term "immobilized
enzymes" embraces a variety of systems in which one or more enzymes are seques-
tered in gels or microcapsules, covalently bound or adsorbed to solid supports such
as membranes, particles, and tubes or are simply crosslinked with each other orwith
another soluble macromolecule. Inliving systems most enzymes are bound to cellular
membranes; consequently, immobilized enzymes can serve as models for the study of
enzymic reactions in the heterogeneous cellular milieu.
The potential usefulness of immobilized enzymes in biomedical applications has
also been widely recognized. The two volumes of this book attempt to give an
overview on what has been conceived and accomplished in this particular field. The
first volume is divided into two parts: general introduction to enzymeimmobilization
methods and experimental applications of immobilized enzymes in therapy. The
second volume deals with diagnostics and public health and eight chapters inthelast
part are entitled "Perspectives." This title, however, could apply to the.book at large
and the present status of the field represented here. Particularly in the therapeutical
applications of immobilized enzymes the progress has been slow. The prospects are,
however, that some of the approaches described in this book soon will find
employment in clinical practice.
For the reader who is interested in biomedical applications of immobilized
enzymes this book offers the only comprehensive treatment of the subject and serves
as an invaluable source of ideas and references. The forty-one authors who contri-
buted forty-seven chapters altogether are leaders in this particular field of endeavor.
This reviewer admires their skills, faith, and imagination without which this well-
produced book under the editorship ofThomas Chang, who himselfis an author or
co-author of seven chapters, could not be possible.
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FERTILIZATION MECHANISMS IN MAN AND MAMMALS. By Ralph B.L. Gwatkin. New
York, Plenum Press, 1977. 161 pp. $17.50.
This brief but detailed monograph gives an organized account of mammalian
fertilization, from egg and sperm production to pronucleus formation. The book
begins with a short history of fertilization studies dating back to Aristotle and brings
the reader up to the first successful in vitro fertilization in 1959.
Particular attention is paid to staining techniques, as well as the biochemistry and
ultrastructure of the egg and sperm. The longest chapter of the book describes
techniques and past experiments regarding in vitro fertilization. A fine table with
references describes methods used in eleven mammalian species. The author empha-
sizes his own research with in vitro fertilization of golden hamster eggs. Gwatkin's
account is very detailed, and includes his surgical techniques.
Other interesting chapters include studies on the prevention of polyspermy and
parthenogenesis.